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Material Properties and

Performance Consid'er,at'iions
for High-Speed Steel

Gear-Cutting Tools
Users of gear-cutting tool

probably do not often con-
sciously consider the raw
material from whieh those
hobs, broache or shavers are
made ..However. a rudlmenta-
.ry awarene s of the various
grades and their properties
may allow tool users to
improve the performance or
life of their tools, or to
address tool failures. The
high-speed steel from which
the tool is made certainly is

lEdTamev andl Joanne Beckman

AU eftnosearmbutes are !
influenced by the chemical !
composition of the alloy. In! 1-::~;;:""-r~~-r--~-t-~--1I-~::::"'-+-';--~-=~
addition, the manufacturing I
of the steel can influence !
tougsness, !

Compositions of High. I
Thec~=~!:!·e!eme.u I

found :in most high-speed I
steels are chromium (Cr), ~
molybdenum (Mo), tungsten
(W) and vanadium (V).
Carbon is present only to the

not the only factor affecting extent needed to form the
too] performance, but aslhe desired carbides and to pro-
raw material, the steel may be
the first place to start.

High-Speed Steels
High-speed steels are 0

named becau e of their abili-
ty to machiae other materials.
at high speeds. They are com-
plex, iron-based alloys made
of various carbide-forming
elements, plus sufficient car-
bon, so when heat-treated,
they exhibit a microstructure
of a hard steel matrix. contain-
ing harder carbide particles.
High-speed steels are de-
signed to provide the follow-
ing attributes:
•.High hardness,
• High wear resistance/abra-
sion resistance.
• High red hardness. and
• Good tougltness.

vide the high matrix hardness i
after heat treatment. There- ! ,
fore, the carbon content is i
generally increased in direct i
proportion to the rest of the
carbide-forming elements.
Some high-speed steel. grades
also contain cobalt (Co). The
nominal compositions of' a
number of high-speed steels
are shown in Table L

High-speed steels general- I
Iy contain about 4% chromi- I
urn. Chromium :is mainly j

responsible for through hard- I
enability, the ability to uni- !
formly harden a large section I
during heattreating, I

High-speed steels attain i
their maximum hardness after i
tempering at J ,OOO"For hot- !
ter; The characteristic of gain- ~

11 1
M1 1.5 8.5 1
M'1 1.5 8.5 2
M42 1.5 9.5 1
M2 4 !6 5 2
M3 1.2 4 6 5 3
M4 1.4 4 6 5 4
M3S 1.0 4 ;6 5 .2
T15 1.6 " 12 1 5
R811 . ./15 1.3 " 6 5 3
R.exl§4 1.45 ;$ 6 5 4
Rex 7,6 1.5 '* 10 5, 3
Rex 121 3.4 4 10 5, 10

• Hardemd steel HRC 62J\l6

• Cr carbide (02) HRC 6Bl70

• Mo & W carlllde& HRC 7417·6

• Vanadium cartldetl HRC a2J9~
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• More or I1!!Jder carllldel ,promoI-
higher wear resIStance

figure 1-MicmswCW!1l, of blg/Hpeed IIIHI.lIlDwlng typiea1 t!!1bide IOOIpbohlsv',

ing I:mrdne s upon expo ure I
to elevated tempering tern- I Edltamey
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j the range of H~C62-68. (See
: Figure 2.) Hardness is a meas-
I

! urement of the resistance toI plastic (permanent) deforma-
! tion,especiaUy in compres-
j sion. Hardness tests measure
i the size of the impression
! (deformation) left by a fixed
t indenter, and materials are
I ranked on a relative scale. AI tool with insufficient hard-
I ness may experience f1atten-
t ing, indenting or mushroom-
~ ing in use ..Room temperature
I hardness also has an effect on,

short-term hot hardness, For a
given grade, the higher the
mom temperature hardness,
the higher the elevated tem-
perature hardness (see Figure

. 3). Although high hardness
contributes to wear resis-
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!0 TVf'. WORKING RANGE I
Figursl 2-'Inlcal working hardness I!!fRC) otsome high-speed steel:s.
'Typical' maximum Ibardnessshown lidl ('8d.)

68

Hardness at lemperatyr·e,
short term exposure
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Figur,e 3-Decrease lin hardness (HRe) from room temperature to ,elevatedl
temperature for high-speed steel ..IHypothetical ,graphlonly. to illustrate, the
relationship.)

is satisfactory to provide the because of the high hardness
of the carbides.required temper resistance.

Thus, high-speed steels may
contain 18% W with essen-
tially no Mo, or they may
contain 8-9% Mo with only
1-2% W. or they may contain
some intermediate level of
both. In any case, it is com-
mon that the net combined
levels are comparable among
most grades ..

Vanadium, present pri-
marily as vanadium carbides,
provides extremely hi.gbweal'
resistance, The hardness of
vanadium carbides exceeds
that of tungsten or molybde-
num carbides (see Figure I),
As a consequence, high vana-
dium high-speed teels are
more abrasion resistant, but
they may also be more diffi-
cult £0 grind than lower vana-
dium grades, specifically

Some high-speed sleds
may also contain cobalt.
Cobalt is not a carbide-for-
mer, but stays dissolved in the
matrix and acts to strengthen
the matrix by increasing the
overall hardness, as weUas
the hot hardness and resis-
tance to softening.

Because the effective
combined tungsten and mo-
lybdenum contents are com-
parable for many high-speed
steels, it i:s primarily the
vanadium and cobalt contents
that distinguish the perform-
ance propertie of the differ-
eet steels.

Hardness
Normal high-speed steels

are capable of attaining a
hardness of HRC 63 mini-
mum, and most are used in

tance, the two characteristics
are not one and the same. It is
important to note that the

< variation in hardness among
the many high-speed steels is
relatively minor, compared
with their variations in wear
resistance.

Wear Resistance
In gear-cutting tools, wear

commonly occurs as erosion
! of thecutting edge or flank,
i cratering 01'1 a tool face or
l abrasion on any contact area
l of the tool. Wear resistance
! can vary somewhat due to
Ij hardness, but it is more
j strongly influenced by tile
I type and volume of carbide
I particles present in the
I microstructure, For example,
I tools made of M2. M3 and
~M4 will show a significant
I increase in wear resistance,
!even at identical hardnesses,
! .
t due to thepmgressive in-
i crease ill the volume of vana-

dium carbides. For that rea-
son, the most common grade
of high-speed steel used for
general purpose hobs and
broaches has shifted from M2
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through M3 to M4 over
recent history, especially as
steelmaking technotogy and
grind:ing capability have
improved to better handle the
increased vanadium. It should
be noted that the overall car-
bide volume plays a large role
in wear resistance. as well as
the carbide type,

R.ed Hardness
Red hardness or hot hard-

ness :is the resistance to soft-
ening of high-speed steels at
elevated temperatures. specif-
ically temperatures approxi-
mating those an operating
tool might experience. Rob-
erts and Cary (Ref. I) have
given the following rule of
thumb for good red hardness
for high speeds:

Maintaining a hardness
>52 .HRC at 1,QOOoF and>
48 HRC at ],100°F.

For most practical applica-
tions, maintaining as high a
hardness as possible during the
cutting operation is desirable.
As mentioned earlier. red hard-
ness can be influenced some-
what by room temperature
hardness, but it is much more
significantly affected by the
cobalt content, Cobalt-bearing
versions of the common high-
speed steels were developed
specifically to. improve red
hardness and permit higher
cuning speeds. (See Figure 4.)
Cobalt-bearing high-speed
steels usually contain 5-8%
cobalt Example of "pairs" of
grades with.and without cobalt
are shown in Table 2 ..In each
pair, the additional cobalt
slightly increases the hardness,
blltgreatly improves the red

( hardness,
Criteria for designing co-

balt-bearing high-speed steels
has always involved a balance
between red hardness and cost.
Prior to llie development of
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PIM '(powder metallurgy) So far, we have looked at
high-speed . teel • M42 (Ml + i the alloy additions made to
8% Co) was used in broaching., I" b.igfl-speed steels to impart
and M35 (M2 + 5% Co) wthe properties of hardaess,
used in hob , when increased i wear resistance and red hard-
hardness was desired. AI- i ness. Aside from cost, why

i",:",.

though they pennit higher cut- aren't high-speed steels made
un· ........t~ .:,,- balt .11 wi.th. the maximum alloy- con- l.u·

g St""""". -', we .co .- - E> es .i' i"""""offer only limited inherent tent possible 'to achieve Sllpe- Rn:!54
wear res! lance I!Illprovements j nor properties? The reason is '-- ...!... .i!- -!. ---'

over their non-cobalt eounter- I that high-carbon. high-aUoy
parts. After lli development of i steels are prone to alloy !ieg-! .r---------------------,
PIM steelmaking (discussed i regation. Tool produced I
below), M3 wilh8% Co (CPM I from conventionally made, ~ ... AI _ Ncm.OO·a.t.L:T·..·····..
Rex 45) and M4 wi.ili 5% Co I very highly-alloyed steels are ~ 12 GRADES ..•.••••.•...••••.•

(CPM Rex. 54) were developed j prone to chipping and crack- ! IemRef resisting or .
as cobalt upgrades from con- I fig during tool. manufacture 1st Ibog! mrm hot hard!:teH:.

ventionil M35 for hob. The I and use, and they can be dif- I IN '\'"

5% V, 5% Co T]5 replaced i ficult '10 grind because of the ! .
much afthe M42 used in ! non-unifosm carbide size and 1"'" (blue)· low temper resistance (M21 !M31 PM)

• 151 B (red) " high« temper resiStance (Rex 451 Rex 76)
broaches. Thus, not 001"_ i,i distribution .i'nherent in me i,i L- ......

J 2001 <tJI)1 I!OCII .1IOO1000112OO!
enhanced red hardness, but ! production processes used to' !
enhanced ubrasion resh tance .11 make the steels. The segrega- 1;"",

could be obtained as wen. bon :problem becomes more •
~OUgllDess pronounced as the carbide-

When big th-ngs are on
the mo--..-

- - ------------

w
Tahle 2-Hlgh speed steel grade pans with and without cobalt
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CPMI HSSConventional HSS
carbide site 2-40+ microns carbide size "'3 microns

Figure!i-Compariison of microstructures I[carbide mDrphologiesl 01 ,con-
ventional hlgb·speed steel and 'CPM high-speedl steel.

r- ~ _,(carbldel) I

REX 121

M4

T15
IREX'54

R~X1'S

IREX45
M3

M35 M42
1M2

CUTT1NG SP,EED

figure 6-Rel'atiVllI working conditions and' apprapriate ,higb-speed steel'
gredes.ICobalt grad'es s'hown lin red, non-cobalt gr,ades in blue.)

forming elements are ill- pressure. The resulting CPM
creased. product is fully dense and

for increased wear resistance
without reducing the grind-
ability. In addition, ,the PIM
microstructure imparts a big
benefit in toughness,
Selection CrUer,ia for High-

Speed. Steels
How do you translate met-

aUlIrgical properties into a
selection process for the prop-
er high-speed steel for your
application? By examining
the performance properties
desired (or lacking) in current
tooling and .looking for alter-
nate high-speed steels that
may offer jhe needed proper-
ties, improved performance
may be expected. FIgure 6
snows some theoretical work-
ing considerations and appro-
priate high-speed steel grades.

A common start is a con-
ventional high-speed steel,
such as M2. On the low end
of alloy content and per-
formance expectations for
high-speed steels. M2 is fine
for general-purpose applica-
tions and adequate for jobs

PIM Eliminates Segregation exhibits a uniform distribu- involving less abrasive work-
When designing conven- tion of very fine carbides. pieces, shorter runs or lower

tionally made alloys for high Figure 5 :illustrates the differ- accuracy tolerances.
performance, segregation prob- ences between conventional- When improvements in
lems will always limit the max-. Iy produced and CPM bars of tool life (increased Dumber of
imum amount of alloy content 1 TIS with 2" diameters. parts per tool or of parts per
that can be added, In order to I Prior to the PfM process, sharpening) are desired, M3
permit the manufacture of high- ! conventionally produced and ultimately M4, with their
speed steels with b:iigher per- , hi:gh-speed steels were limited increased vanadium content,
formance levels, PIM methods! in maximum aUoy content can be expected to offer sig-
are used. I due to' segregation. High alloy niflcant improvements over

At Crucible Service Cen- ! grades were not only difficult M2, Under the same cutting
ters, the CPM (Crucible parti- I to produce, but also were brit- conditions, M4 would pro-
ole metallurgy) process be- I tie and difficult to machine vide better wear resistance
gins with a homogeneous i and grind. Thus, they were and better edge retention.
bath of liquid steel, similar to 1 impractical for certain appli- Similarly, M4 would be a bet-
conventional melting. Instead I cations. The P/M process tel choice if the workpiece is
of being poured into ingot I made possible the develop- more abrasive, or if higher
molds, the molten metal is I rnent and production of high- accuracy is required.
.atomized into spherical pow- ! speed steels with overall high- Because they share the
del' particles. The powder is 1 er alloy content for improved same basic matrix chemical
loaded into containers, which ! performance. Significantly, it composition--except for an
are sealed and consolidated I has permitted the develop- increasing volume of vsnadl-
into a solid under heat and ! ment of high vanadium grades um carbides-M2, M3 and
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M4 are designed to be used
under similar cutting condi-
tions; that is, no significant
increase in feeds or speeds
would be inherent in such a
substitution. T 15 is some-
times also considered, be-
cause of its 5% vanadium
content, for abrasive applica-
tions as well. In that. case, the
benefit off the cobalt is pri-
marily to allow slightly high-
er hardness to accompany the
higher carbide volume for
wear resistance.

When productivity issues
drive material selection (ill-

creased parts per hour, in-
creased cutting speeds), the
cobalt-bearing grades permit
higher cutting speeds. As dis-
cussed, the conventional. high-
speed steels M42 and M35 do
not add any inherent wear resis-
tance or tool life when com-
pared to. their non-cobalt-bear-
rug connterparts, but !hey wiJj

stand up better to the higher
temperatures encountered at
higher cutting speeds. In bobs
operating at high speeds, high-
performance CPM Rex.45 and
CPM Rex 54 offer superior red
hardness common to cobalt-
bearing grades, plus the excel-
lent wear resistance of M3 and
M4 vanadium levels, When
cutting speeds are not severe,
TJ5 may also be considered,

When both h:igher cutting
speeds and even higher wear
resistance are required, the
CPM super high-speed steels
offer the simultaneous im-
provement of both. Both
CPM Rex 76 and the new
CPM Rex 121 offer combina-
tions of very high red hard-
ness and wear resistance .
Those grades have been used,
along with app:mpriate coat-
ings, in dry-cutting applica-
tions. They also may provide
analternative to solid carbide

http://www.gearlechnology.com'
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tooling in applications where Rex 76 ..
carbide tools are too fragile" The recent interest in dry
or where machine rigidity or
stability may be inadequate
for carbide tools.

The proper selection of
high-speed steel for your
application should also take
into consideration the normal
failure mode of the tools.
Upgrade to a material that
provides an enhanced level of
the property which addresses
that failure mode. For in-
stance, if the typical failure
mode ill an M2 tool is simply
abrasion or wear, a higher
vanadium grade, such as M3
or M4, will probably offer sat-
isfactory relief, A cobalt ver-
sion of the existing grade,
such as M35 (M2 + Co) or
Rex 45 (M3 + Co) might not
add sufficient wear resistance.
However, if the desire is to

increase cutting speeds, a
grade with high red hardness
ortemper resistance, such as
Rex 76, may offer benefits
over other cobalt-bearing
grades. (See Figure 6.)

The development of coat-
ings has added another level
of complexity to the selection
process. A good coating may
allow higher cutting speeds
by decreasing frictional heat-
ing at the tool-chip interface.
When coated, tools can be
used under cutting conditions
that the uncoated tooJ could
not withstand. However, the
function of the coating is
affected by the properties of
the substrate, so choose the
substrate to match the coating
and cutting conditions. For
coatings that permit high cut-
ting speeds, it may be impor-
tant to choose a substrate
suitable for high cutting
speeds, a substrate that offers
'extreme temper resistance or
red hardness, such as CPM

cutting gives even greater
concern to temperature expo-
sure. CPM Rex 121 provides
the ability to retain its cutting
properties at high tempera-
tures. Designed to be a mate-
rial to bridge the gap between
traditional high-speed. steels
and carbide, CPM Rex 121
offers significantly higher
wear resistance and red hard-
ness than other high-speed
steels. When considering coat-
ed tools, discuss the applica-
tion with the tool manufactur-
er, the coater and materials
supplier, each of whom may
have important contributions
to make toward the eventual
success of the tool.

Tool design and manufactur-
ing, the caliber of the heat treat-
ing process, and coatings will
all contribute to the successful
performance of a tool. But, the
choice of which material to use
for raw material should not be
overlooked. To ensure a high-

performance tool, start by pick-
ing a high-performance high-

speed steel. 0
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Crucible, CPM, Rex, Rex 76 and Rex
121 are registered trademarks ofthe
Crucible Materials Corp.
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If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please
ckcle311.

If you did not care for this
article, circle 312.

If you would like to respond
to this or any other article in
thisedition of Gear Technology,
please fax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott. man-
aging editor, at 84H3Hi618 or
send e-mail messages to
peop/e@gesrtechn%gy.com.
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